
 
 

FAQ on most common errors on e-Submit transactions 
 

No Error Message Description Solutions & Error Samples 
1. Enter vessel. - Vessel SCN is not declared 

or not identified. 
1. Please enter valid vessel SCN while uploading DSO / LDO File. 
 

 
 

2. UN Number is not valid 
with IMDG class 2. 

- Invalid UNNO number  
according to IMDG Class. 
e.g : 2752 class 6.1 

1. Please declare valid UN Number according to IMDG class. 
 

 
 

3.  Container <ContainerNo>
is not transhipper. 

- TS indicator was wrongly  
declared for non TS cntrs. 

1. Please make sure to declare N for non-transshipment containers. 
 

 
 



4. Place TAO CN not 
declared as SPOD. 

- Wrongly declared SPOD. 1. Please insert correct SPOD value as per vessel’s port of rotation.  
 

 

5. Container already 
declared into different 
vessel. 

- Registered Container no  
was renominated again  
under a different vessel. 

1. Please remember not to declare container numbers which already exist. 
 

 
 

6. DSO Container does not 
exist. 

- Wrongly declared  
movement type on excel file. 

1. Please make sure to upload correct container movements for corresponding operation. 

• DSO : Discharge Order 

• LDO : Loading Order 
 

 
 

7. Minimum weight 
for 40” DV container is  
2500 kg. 

- Wrongly entered minimum 
weight  

1. Please assign correct minimum weight for specific containers. 
 

 



8. There is already a move  
for <ContainerNo>  
(OPR : vessel : XXXX,  
voyage : XXXX). 

- Container number already  
declared on different vessel. 

1. Please double check data since container already declared on other vessel. 
 

 
 

9.  Container <ContainerNo>
already in this order. 

Container number has been 
declared on the same order  
in previous submission. 

1. Do not declare same container number that already exists in the same order. 
 

 

10. Actual height is 9.60, 
entered height is 8.60. 

Invalid height declare to  
BKG or DSO 

1. To insert valid height 
 

 

 


